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This paper presents experimental and theoretical studies of blast
waves generated by gaseous and HE detonations in long cylindrical tubes. The
experi.mental studies were performed using the 1.8 m diameter shock tube facilities
at the Defence Research Establishment Suffi.eld and at the New Mexico Engineering
Research Institute. Two gaseous explosives, acetylene-oxygen and hydrogen-air, and
one solid explosive, l20g nitroguanidine, were used in order to verify the
validity of energy scaling in the far-field. The above experimental work is
supported by one- and two,.dimensional numerical computations which are based on
the Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) algorithm. In the far-field, the experi.mental
results are also analyzed in terms of a simple analytical blast model.

Introduction:
The hazards associated with accidental fuel-air explosions has motivated
numerous eXperimental and theoretical studies on the blast properties of gaseous
detonations. It should be noted that most of these studies have focussed on
unconfined geometries such as spherical or so-called f pancake shaped f clouds,
whereas very little attention has been given to confined geometries such as ducts,
pipes and corridors. This situation is somewhat unfortunate since the latter
geometries are, in fact, far more likely sites for deflagration to detonation
transiti.on. Furthermore, the recent popularity of gaseous detonation-driven shock
tubes for large scale blast simulation has necessitated a much better general
understanding of confined detonations with a particular emphasis on planar
detonations in long tubes.

General Considerations and Methodology:
As illustrated in figure la, the blast wave generated by the detonation
combustible cloud inside a channel may be expected to vary considerably
on the size and shape of the cloud, the site of detonation initiation
downstream. Generally speaking, one may divide the blast
development into three regimes: 1) a near-field regime involving shock reflections
and, hence, a multi-dimensional blast, 2) an intermediate-field regime in which
the transverse waves subside and a truly one-dimensional blast wave emerges, and
3) a far-field regime where the blast properties depend solely on the energy
released during the detonation.

of a

In order to obtain a better understanding of the parameters involved,
studies were performed using 1.8 m diameter shock tube facilities at
Defence Research Establishment Suffield (DRES) and at the New Mexico
Engineering Research Institute (NMERI). As illustrated in figures 1 band Ic, the
two facilities were similar in scale but differed in that the charge was located
at the middle of the NMERI tube which is
at both ends, whereas detonation was
initiated at the closed end of the DRES
The large scale of these facilities
was essential to the present study in order to avoid boundary layer effects which
may have influenced previous small-scale experiments [2,3].
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The experiments at the DRES facility were performed using acetylene
ba 1100ns .Sm, .7m and .9m in diameter which, wnen detonated, dell vered an
energy release of .26, .72 and 1.79 HJ respectively. Tr.e experiments gt
NHERI, on the other hand, consisted of two trials, one
a aitroguanidinE' (NQ)
charge and the other involving the detonation of a bag
with stoichiometric
hydrogen-air. The 120g NQ charge used in the first trial was 25 mm in diameter,
300mm in length and suspended 480 mm from the floor. The
used in the other
trial was .35 min diame ter, 1. 2 m long and contained 8Sg
hydrogen-air which
was detonated with
of Detasheet explosive. Based on the specific blast energy
of the explosives
, both trials involved an energy release of • 34 ~jJ.
In order to examine the full spectrum of near-, intermediate- and far
field effects, the above experimental work was supported by one- and two
dimensional computations based on the Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) algorithm of
Boris [3], and by a simple acoustic model.
Near-Field Regime:
Near field effects were observed
all experiments due to the use of
point initi.ation and non-planar cloud geometries. As illustrated in fig. 2, which
compares 3 pressure histories for the hydrogen-air and NQ charges in the NHERI
tube, these effects resulted in very
oscillations which, in the case of the
NQ charge, were extremely persistent in
near-field and comparable in amplitude
to that of the incident blast. Due to the different charge geometries and
used in these particular trials, the two signatures are initial1y very
both in terms of their amplitude and frequency of oscillation. Further
downstream, the oscillations decay and the two traces gradually assume
similar
behaviour as can be seen from the from the pressure records at 22m. The negative
phase observed in the pressure history at this position is due to the expansion
wave generated when the shock emerges from the open end
the tube. From the 7
positions monitored along the tube, it would appear that near-field effects, in
these particular experiments, persist for approximately 5-10 tube diameters.
The above trial
are clearly characterized
very large aspect ratios
11 d and Did which are undoubtedly
responsi ble
the large oscillations
observed in the pressure records.
order Lo further explore the nature and
extent of the near-field regime, two-dimensional calculations were performed for a
cylindrical charge of fuel-air mixture in a circular tube with aspect ratios
lid
Did
2 (fig.
• The calculation was perfomed
initiating a planar
detonation at the
end of the cylindrical charge.
detonation was then
alJowed to propagate freely along the charge using a simple burning model which
released energy over approximately 3 grid points. The computation was performed
using the FCT algorithm and a grid resolution of 25 grId points per tube radius.
As seen from figure 3a, which shows the pressure profile just after the
detonation has reached the end of the charge, the first observed near-field effect
is the reflection of the laterally transmitted shock wave off the tube wall and
the subsequent interaction of the reflected wave with the burned product contact
surface. This, in turn, results in a transmitted shock which implodes onto the
aXlS and an expansion wave which travels back towards the wall. As can be seen
from the subsequent profiles, these repeated reflections at the wall, axis anrl
contact surface, not
result in
oscillations but also in RayleighTaylur instabilities
Violently
the contact surface so as to
eventually breakup the volume of burned gas into distinct pockets. The
oscillations significantly affect the magnitude of the peak
[or distances
up to approximately X/D ;; 8. After this point the ampl
of the oscillations
gradually decrease and are simply
on
asymptotically decaying
pressure profile which, as seen in the
section,
charae teristie
the
one-dimensional blast wave from a planar detonation.

an

Intermediate-Field Regime:
Once the transverse waves have suffi.ciently decayed, the charge shape
effects disappear and the pressure signature depends only on the effective charge
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length Lc = volume/7rn 2 /4and detonation properties of the mixture. In this regime.
the blast properties
for a given mixture may be described by defining the
a/lpropriate dim5'nsionless d ist,;,nce, t 1me. pressure and impulse as X* = X/L c ,
Co tiLe' P'"
and r' =
ICo/LcP 0 where Po and Co denote the ambient
t"
pressure and sound
respectively.
The blast properties may be obtained using one-dimensional numerical
computations such as those presented
Voitov et al. [4J for planar propane-air
and acetylene-oxygen detonations.
those results were limited to peak
pressures over a distance of 10 Lc ' additional FCT calculations were performed in
order to obtain both pressure and impulse data over an extended domain of 100 Lc •
The calculations were performed by
the appropriate detonation conditions
at the detonation front. The
ratio in the burned products was
assigned a
dependence corresponding to the equilibrium isentrope passing
through the
point as obtained from the Gordon-McBride [5] chemical equili br lum
code. The grid resolution ranged between 100 to 20 grid points per charge length,
Le ,for distances X < 10 Lc and X > 10 Lc respectively.
As seen from figure 4, the calculations indicate that the shock pressure
gradually decreases until it reaches a position approximately 5 Lc downstream at
whIch
a temporary plateau is established. This plateau is a consequence of
the
of area expansion in the planar geometry and is not observed in either
cylindrical or spherical calculations which are also shown for the sake of
comparison. The
shown in figure 5 indicate that the plateau is
the result of a
which is generated from the tail of Taylor wave in the
burned products. The plateau persists until i t is completely eroded by an
expansion wave which eventually catches up to the leading shock. After this point,
the shock strength decays monotonically and the pressure distribution rapidly
adopts an asymptotically decaying profile. In fact. the entire one- dimensional
shock decay from planar detonations is so gradual that no negative phase is ever
observed in the pressure profiles.
As seen from figure 4. the absence of a negative phase also has a
drasLi c effec t on the positive impulse properties of planar detonations. Indeed,
unlike spherical and cylindrical blasts which decrease in impulse with increasing
distance, the wideni ng of the
pulse in planar blasts more than
compensates for the relatively
shock decay so as to result in an impulse
which has only a very weak dependence on the distance downstream.

Far-Field Regime:
The intermediate-field regime is essentially terminat.ed when the
dependence of the blast properties, such as peak pressure and impulse, on t.he
charge length Lc and total combustion energy Ec may be reduced to a function of
the latter alone. The ensuing far-field regime
then be described by
normnlLoing the blast data in terms of the so called
length (or radius)
which is defined as Le
(Ec/Po}l/a where a
1,2,3 for planar, cylindrical and
spherical geometries respectively.
Following the convent.ion used by :loen et a1. [6] for spherical
detonaLJOlls. the energy Ec may itself be defined as Ec = 0i VQ where Pi and V
denote the initial density and volume of t.he detonable cloud and Q represents the
energy released per unit mass
mixture which, in turn is defined as the
difference in enthalpies. at ambient temperature. between the reactants and the
burned products. For stoichiometric propane-air. hydrogen-air and acetylene-oxygen
mixtures, considered in the present study. the corresponding values of Q derived
from the Gordon :lcBride equilibrium code are 2290, 2818 and 3988 kJ/kg
respectively. For a planar charge of length Lc = 1m. these energies translate into
explosion lengths of Le = 27.3. 33.6 and 48.7 m respectively.
The transition between the intermediate- and far-field regime may be
examined by re-scaling the numerical results of figure 4 for pressure and impulse
in terms of the explosion length Le' As seen from figure 6, the propane-air and
propane-oxygen computations approach each other after the temporary plateau at a
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scaled distance X* ;;; .3 . It is also in teresting to note tha t, in spi te of the
t.wo-dimensional near-field oscillations observed in the present experiments, the
overall blast properties measured are nevertheless reasonably consistent with far
field energy scaling. Finally, it should also be not.ed that. the present resul t.s
also agree, in the far-field, with the previous studies of Ohyagi et al. [7J for
the transmission of a st.rong detonation-driven blast. wave int.o a low-pressure gas.

Analytical Acoustic Model:
Comparing the numerical and experimental results in figure 6, it would
appear that the one-dimensional calculations
i f extended further, would fall
slightly above the average trend of the far-fi'eld experimental data. This is due
to the low resolution used for X/Lc > 10, which account.s for the 'kink' in the
solution at that point (fig. 4). Rather than extending the range and resolution of
the calculat.ions, one may complet.e the analysis either by using an approximate
numerical approach such as the Brinkley-Kirkwood method used by Donat.o [8] and
Haverdings [9], or by applying an analytical acoustic model for weak shocks.
Approximating the profile to be triangular in shape with an amplitude I'IP
and a width /IX, the relationship between I'IP and I'IX may, from energy
considerations, be approximated as follows:

Furthermore, noting that, in the acoustic limit, the trailing edge of the profile
travels at the ambient sound speed, the widening of the pressure pulse i.s given by

- co

d(lIX)/dt

where the shock velocity can be obtained from the shock relation
I'IP/Po = 2Y(M~-I)/(Y+l)
which in turn can be linearized for Ms-l
1. Proceeding in this manner, one then
obtains the following simple analytical solution for the shock overpressure

4y/(y+l)
I'Ip/p

o

and the acoustic limit ICo/PoL e = y
1 for the impulse. For X/Le » I, the above
solution reduces to the acoustic limit given by Pierce [10). As can be seen from
fig 6, this acoustic solution recovers the far-field numerical solution and
accurately represents the average trend of experimental pressure data. On the
other hand, the predicted impulses fall slightly below the measured values.

Conclusions:
The combi.ned numerical, analytical and experimental work suggests
that, for the chemical systems and aspect ratios considered in the present study,
the near, intermediate, and far-field regimes for detonations in confined tubes
are approximately divided as follows:

<

Near fteld:
X/D t
8
Intermediate field: X/D t ;; 8,
Far field:
X/L e ;; 0.3

< 0.3

A clear distinction between near and intermediate-field behaviours may be observed
provided that Le/Dt » 8/.3 - 27. For the experiments performed in the present
study, Dt
1.8m, Le = l.lm for the hydrogen-air and nitroguanidine charges, and
ranged between 1. 2m to 8.6m for the acetylene-oxygen experiments. Stnce Le/Dt < 5
for all cases considered, intermediate-field phenomena, such as the pressure
plateau observed in one-dimensional calculations, were not observed due to the
reflections and oscillations which characterize the near-field regime. In
field, i t has been shown that the peak pressures may be predicted quit.e
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accurately using a very simple analytical acoustic model.
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Fklure 2
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Figure 5
PRESSURE PROFILE EVOLlITION FOR PLANAR DETONATION
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